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Abstract
Due to climate change, glaciers and ice sheets are increasingly melting. Many glaciers
in polar and subpolar regions as well the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheet are
polythermal. Which arises questions about how a polythermal glacier reacts, when a
shift from a polythermal regime to a temperate regime occurs. The largest polythermal
glacier in the Alps is the Grenzgletscher, where the ablation zone shows typical surface
structures for cold ice. This makes the Grenzgletscher a perfect study site to study a
polythermal glacier under warming conditions and then extrapolate the findings to the
arctic and subarctic region.
The analysis of surface structures and thermal distribution at different locations on in
the ablation zone of Grenzgletscher can be interpreted as studies under different climate
conditions. By using multispectral and thermal imagery this thesis analyzed the surface
of the ablation zone and tries to correlate the findings with the ice temperature. This
analysis are important in understanding how a polythermal glacier adapts to warmer
climate and what has to be considered in glaciological models.
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1. Introduction

1. Introduction
1.1 Climate change impacts on glaciers
Climate change is one of the most important topics at the time and it is popularly discussed in politics
and economics. While most impacts of climate change are fuzzy, retreating glaciers are an impressive
and straight visible sign of climate change. The IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change)
lists glaciers as important indicators for climate change. This indicator examines the glaciers changes
in length, area, volume and mass over time. Glacier mass balance is directly linked to atmospheric
conditions (temperature, precipitation) and is therefore sensitive to changes in climate (IPCC, 2013).
Retreating glaciers also have strong and lasting impacts on physical, biological and social system on
regional and larger scale.
On regional to continental scale glaciers are often an important source of fresh water and influence
the run-off seasonality, because glaciers store precipitation and release water in the melting season.
The available water resources could shift from summer to spring, because of retreating glaciers,
which has unfavorable effects on agriculture and irrigation in the lowlands (Hagg et al., 2013).
Glaciers only cover ~0.5% of the total land surface, without including the Antarctic and Greenland
ice sheet, but they have a sea-level equivalent of 0.41m (IPCC, 2013). Therefore retreating glaciers
are a main contributor of global sea-level rise in near future and could affect global ocean circulation,
marine ecosystems and coastal regions.
Decline in snow cover and glaciers will amplify regional warming through snow and ice-albedo
feedback effects (IPCC, 2013). The high albedo of snow and ice reflects most incoming radiation,
while the lower albedo of rocks and sediment keeps part of the incoming radiation.
Retreating glaciers cause new landscape with leaving behind large amounts of unconsolidated
sediments, rocks and new lakes, which increases the danger of natural hazards like landslides
(Huggel et al., 2012), debris flows and glacial lake outburst floods (Worni et al., 2012). The enhanced
sediment availability and erosion increase the chance of multiple kinds of natural hazards and needs
to be considered in the management of former glacier covered regions. (Haeberli et al., 2021)
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1.2 State of Knowledge
Glacier surface properties are important to understand and model glacier behavior. The division of
glaciers into accumulation and ablation area (Benson, 1960) can give information about the glacier
mass balance and is only the first step to classify glacier surface. The glacier surface and especially
the albedo is important for energy balance (Cuffey and Patterson, 2010).
Data from monitored glaciers is crucial for modelling glaciers. But only a small and biased portion
of glaciers is monitored in situ (Zemp et al., 2009) due to extensive logistical costs and bad
accessibility (Pope and Rees, 2014.b) Therefore remote sensing offers the opportunity to monitor
glaciers, globally and at low costs, with a high temporal repetition. Remote sensing (satellite imagery,
aerophotogrammetry and drones) and GIS technologies increase the possibilities for analyzing and
studying glaciers. Multispectral imagery is often the best tool for studying glacier surfaces (Pellikka
& Rees, 2010). This technology provides information over a range of wavelengths, good spatial
resolution, frequent repeat imaging, an extensive image archive, and often cost-free data access (Pope
and Rees, 2014.a).
Multispectral remote sensing can be used to classify glacier surface into different classes / zones.
The properties of these classes are used for a range of glaciological applications including mass
balance measurements, glacial hydrology and melt modelling (Pope and Rees, 2014.a).
Thermal imagery is mainly used to differentiate between debris-covered ice and debris. Karimi et al.
(2012) used the combination of optical and thermal remote sensing data to map a debris-covered
glacier in Iran.

1.3 Study Area
The Gorner-/Grenzgletscher system is located at the south border of Switzerland in the Monte Rosa
massif. It is the second largest glacier system in the Swiss Alps with a surface of almost 50 km2
(Sugiyama et al., 2010) and known as the biggest polythermal glacier in the Alps. The highest
accumulation basin of Grenzgletscher is Colle Gnifetti (4550 m a.s.l.) where cold firn is formed
(Suter et al., 2001). Many ice-core drillings have been taken at the accumulation region at Colle
Gnifetti (Oeschger et al., 1978, Smiraglia et al., 2000). The cold ice origin at Colle Gnifetti gets
buried under temperate ice formed further down the accumulation zone. At the former confluence
area of Gorner- and Grenzgletscher (2500 m a.s.l.) the buried cold ice appears on the surface and
continues till the tongue (Eisen et al., 2009). This lower ablation area shows typical structures formed
in cold ice, like supraglacial channels and lakes, and the cold ice area appears to be cleaner and
brighter than the surrounding temperate ice (Ryser et al., 2013). The large supraglacial lakes and
channels are reported for a long time (Renaud, 1936) and the polythermal structure makes
8
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Grenzgletscher the subject of many scientific studies since the 1970 (Eisen et al., 2009). The good
accessibility due to the Gornergrat Bahn, the near metrological station at Gornergrat, the long
scientific history and especially the polythermal structure make the Gorner-/Grenzgletscher system
a perfect study and test site to better understand the polythermal regimes of the Greenland and
Antarctic ice sheet as well arctic and subarctic glaciers (Ryser et al., 2013).

Gorner

Figure 1: Overview of Gorner-/Grenzgletscher system (top): the accumulation zone in the Monte Rosa massif, the
confluence area of Gorner- and Grenzgletscher and the cold ice ablation zone. Ablation zone and study area (bottom).
Situation map with the localization of Grenzgletscher in Switzerland (small).
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1.4 Research Questions
The lower ablation area of Grenzgletscher is covered a number of different surface structures.
Especially deep meandering channels and supraglacial lakes and standing out and are typical for cold
ice. This structures are often observed in the Arctic but rarely in the Alps. Since the thermal
distribution of Grenzgletscher is well studied and recorded with different methods, the exact thermal
regimes of many arctic glaciers is unknown. To examine the thermal distribution of a polythermal
glacier, ground penetrating radar (Eisen, et al., 2009, Ryser et al., 2013) can be used to detect cold
ice within the glacier. To get values for the ice temperature at different depth of the glacier,
temperature must be measured in boreholes. Therefore the measurement of ice temperature and exact
thermal regime is connected with intense fieldwork, which is makes this methods not suitable to
monitor a glaciers worldwide. This raises the question, if it is possible to connect surface structures,
which can be easily monitored by using remote sensing, with the ice temperature below. Based on
the findings, that supraglacial water in channels and lakes are indicators for cold ice (Boon and Sharp,
2003) the followed questions were elaborated.

1. Can typical surface structures for cold ice bodies give an indication about thermal
changes in polythermal glaciers and how do they change under warming conditions?
This first question analyses the distribution of typical surface structures like deep channels,
supraglacial lakes, cryoconite holes and compares them with the ice temperature conditions based on
Ryser et al. (2013).

2. How does the north-south direction of deep meltwater channels influence their shape
and features?
Normally a deep channel tend to start in the middle of the glacier and flows outward (the north-south
direction is based on the geographic position of the Grenzgletscher tongue). The channel is placed in
similar climatic conditions from the start till the end of the channel, but the ice temperature changes
form cold ice in the middle to temperate ice on the side of the glacier. This could give indications
how a polythermal glacier will change when there is a regime shift to a temperate glacier under
ongoing climate change.

3. What do the “cold cracks” in the thermal images mean?
This last question is based on the first views of the thermal datasets.
10
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1.5 Content of this Master’s Thesis
Chapter 1: A general overview about the impacts of climate change on glaciers and their
consequences to humanity and the environment describe the greater context of this Master’s Thesis.
Followed by a short description on how remote sensing can be used to monitor glaciers and a short
introduction of the study area. The research questions are presented.
Chapter 2: General theoretic background about glaciers, glacier surface, multispectral and thermal
remote sensing and surface classifications based on spectral information.
Chapter 3: The study area is presented, with detailed information about the polythermal structure of
Grenzgletscher.
Chapter 4 presents the data used in this thesis and the differences between the drones/cameras used
on the three field campaigns. The processing of the data is explained, the methods used for the
classification of the glacier surface and why this methods were chosen.
Chapter 5: The of the analysis of the multispectral and thermal datasets and the results of the
classifications are presented.
Chapter 6: Discussion of the results and classifications and comparison with findings from
literature. Difficulties and uncertainties are evaluated.
Chapter 7: Conclusion and outlook for possible future research.
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2.1 Glaciers
Glaciers occur where climate conditions and topographic characteristics allow snow to accumulate
over several years and transform into firn (snow that persists for at least one year) and finally to ice.
Under the force of gravity, this ice flows downwards to elevations with higher temperatures where
various processes of ablation (loss of snow and ice) dominate over accumulation (gain of snow and
ice). (IPCC, 2013)

2.1.1 Thermal Regimes
Glacier can be divided into three thermal regimes, depending on the ice temperature.
Temperate glaciers: Temperate glaciers consists of ice at the pressure melting point, so water can
coexist with glacier ice. In alpine regions temperate glaciers are most common.
Cold glaciers: In cold glaciers ice temperature is below the pressure melting point, no liquid water
is contained in cold ice. Cold glaciers are frozen to the ground and exist mostly at high latitude
or altitude. In the alps they only exist as small hanging glaciers in high-altitude.
Polythermal glaciers: Polythermal glaciers consist of both cold and temperate ice. Polythermal
glaciers are common in the arctic and subarctic environment and also the Greenland and
Antarctic ice sheets are polythermal (Ryser, 2014). In alpine regions, polythermal glaciers are
restricted to high-elevation accumulation area, where cold ice could be formed (Eisen et al.,
2009). Polythermal glaciers can have a wide range of thermal structures (Blatter and Hutter,
1991).
Temperature strongly influences ice viscosity, ice deformation patterns and mass flux (Blatter and
Hutter, 1991), therefore knowing the thermal structure of a glacier is important and crucial for
modeling. Cold ice influences the glacier hydrology, by limiting surface runoff to cracks and
channels (Boon and Sharp, 2003).

2.1.2 Mass Balance
A glacier can be divided in two major area, the accumulation zone and the ablation zone. The
accumulation zone describes where mass is gained and the ablation zone where mass is lost, the
interplay of those two zones is the mass balance. The equilibrium line altitude (ELA) lies between
the accumulation and ablation zones and the defines the line of net zero annual mass change (Cuffey
12
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and Patterson, 2010). Snowfall is the main source of accumulation, but especially in polar regions
and high altitude, where cold ice is formed, refreezing of liquid water is important. Ablation occurs
mainly trough surface melting, calving or sublimation. Redistribution of snow by wind and
avalanches can contribute to both accumulation and ablation (IPCC, 2013). A glacier with a positive
mass balance is advancing, one with a negative one is retreating.

2.1.3 Glacier Surface
Glacier ice shows different kind of structures, which can be seen in field and also on remote sensing
data. Depending on the level of dirt content and due to different physical characteristics of surface
material, neighboring surface patches on a glacier show distinct wavelength-dependent reflection
patterns (Hendriks et al., 2014, Pope and Rees, 2014.a).
Primary Stratification: Primary stratification is the result of the annual layering of the ice due to
snowfall and melting processes. The dark layers represent summer ice, where pore spaces are
filled with refrozen meltwater, and white layers of bubble-rich ice origin from winter snow.
The layers are build parallel to the ice surface and deform with ice flow. The (Glasser and
Gudmundsson, 2012).
Longitudinal surface structures: Longitudinal surface structures (or longitudinal foliation or flow
stripes) develop in ice during ice flow and have planar or layered structure and are
characterized by variations of ice crystals. They can be either be deformed primary
stratification or during compressional and accelerating flow (Glasser and Gundmudsson,
2012).

Figure 2: Longitudinal surface structures on the ablation zone of Grenzgletscher.

Crevasses: Crevasses are cracks in the glacier formed when the elasticity threshold of ice is exceeded
(Herzfeld et al., 2004). The ice structure fails in perpendicular direction to the maximal tensile
13
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stress (Maisch and Jost, 2006). Crevasses occur frequently at the lateral margins of a glacier,
at the snout or in regions of sudden change of the bed angle.
Medial moraine: Medial moraines normally form at the confluence area of two ice flows and get
transported downwards the glacier.
Debris cover: Rock fall onto glaciers from the surrounding valley sides. The thickness of the debris
cover is important for the glacier mass balance, since it can either increase melting or insulate
the glacier ice.
Light-absorbing impurities: Light-absorbing impurities are all kind of impurities in snow and
glacier ice, which affect the reflectance spectrum of the ice. Impurities get trough tree main
processes into snow and ice. First, snowflakes forma around an ice nucei (Warren and
Wiscombe, 1980). Second, they entrain particles in the air while falling (Magono et al., 1979),
and third the impurity concentrations in snow are laying on the ground are further raised by
fallout (Falconer and Hogan, 1971). Dirtier layer resulted by dry fallout and melting out of
particles are formed every melt season (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980). This causes the primary
stratification of the ice. Light-absorbing impurities often lower the albedo of glacier ice and
therefore increase melting.
Cryoconite: Cryoconite is the aggregation of ice algae, organic matter and mineral particle
(Takeuchi et al., 2001). The name comes from the Greek words kruos meaning ice and konis
meaning dust (Gajda, 1958). Cryoconite can be spread out or trapped in cryoconite holes
(Takeuchi et al., 2001). Cryoconite hole range from diameters of a few centimeters up to
several meters. Cryoconite holes form with cryoconite flushing into depressions, the low
albedo of cryoconite promotes then the melt into the ice (Takeuchi et al., 2001).
Cold ice and surface hydrology: Cold ice temperature is below the pressure melting point, which
refreezes liquid water in cracks, which makes cold ice impermeable to water (Ryser et al.,
2013, Boon and Sharp, 2003). This leads to surface runoff of meltwater and the transport of
light-absorbing impurities and cryoconite into depressions (Ryser et al, 2013). This makes the
cold ice cleaner and rises the albedo of the glacier (Takeuchi et al., 2001). Large supraglacial
hydrological features, like deep meltwater channels and supraglacial ponds, indicate cold ice
(Ryser et al., 2013).

2.2 Remote Sensing
Remote sensing offers the opportunity to collect more data of larger areas without taking in situ
measurements. In general, remote sensing data covers larger areas than in situ measurements, but
they should be calibrated and extend with in situ measurements. Especially the global coverage due
14
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to satellites offers new perspectives in getting more insights on remote regions, as this is the case for
glaciers in low populated mountainous environments and subarctic and arctic regions.

2.2.1 History
Remote sensing technologies can be used on a wide range of glaciological applications. Multispectral
imagery is used for glacier maps and inventories, albedo calculation and monitoring (Dumont et al.,
2012), distinguishing snow from cloud, identification of surface and basal crevasses, feature tracking
and much more (Pope and Rees, 2014.a). Classification of surface classes like areas of wind gaze
and sastrugi in Antarctica (Scambos et al., 2012), the temporal evolution of snow algae (Takeuchi,
2009) and dust (Painter, 2011) as well mapping debris cover on glaciers (Casey et al., 2012) were
successfully done.

2.2.2 Multispectral remote sensing
Multispectral remote sensing can be obtained by drones up to satellites. Multispectral data is
characterized by three resolution types. First, the spectral resolution gives information about the
spectral range covered and the amount of bands used. Higher spectral resolution enables a finer
classification of surface, by detecting more and smaller absorption bands. Second, the spatial
resolution defines the ground area covered by one pixel. This can vary from cm (drones) to hundreds
of meters (satellites). A finer spatial resolution enables the detection of smaller features, while a
coarse spatial resolution is useful in providing values for global purposes. Third, the temporal
resolution is given by the time passing in till the next picture of the same area is taken. The temporal
resolution is important when working with satellite data. The multispectral data used for a specific
task should be evaluated by these three types of resolution to fit the purpose.

2.2.3 Albedo and Spectral Profiles
The surface albedo of glaciers is important, because it affects the glacier mass balance and heat
budget. A higher albedo reflects more solar radiation, while a lower albedo absorbs more solar
radiation, resulting in more snow and ice melt. The surface albedo differs from glacier to glacier and
also varies spatially and temporally (Klok et al., 2003). For the development of mass-balance models,
the knowing of the spatial and temporal variation of the albedo is crucial. Major factors affecting
glacier surface albedo are physical properties and impurities of snow and ice (Paterson, 1994). The
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albedo of fresh snow is the highest and the snow albedo decreases with snowmelt and during
transition to glacier.
Figure 3: Spectral reflectance curves for snow and ice in different formation stages. Bandwidths of Landsat TM bands 14 are given on top (Winter, 1993, fig.5).

Spectral reflectance varies with physical properties of glacier surface and the quantity and optical
characteristics of impurities (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980). Because there was no data set covering
the full range of the Landsat VIR spectrum at high spectral resolution for an Arctic/temperate glacier
Pope and Rees (2014.b) developed such a dataset based on in situ measurements. The spectra
generated for this thesis will be compared to the spectra of Pope and Rees (2014.b).
Table 1: Description of the 7 surface classes measured on Midtre Lovéenbreen and 16 surface classes measured on
Langjökull. See figures 4 and 5 for reflectance spectra. (Pope and Rees (2014.b), Table 1)
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Figure 4: In situ reflectance spectrum from Midtre Lovénbreen. (Pope and Rees (2014.b), figure3)

Figure 5: In situ reflectance spectrum from Langjökull. (Pope and Rees (2014.b), figure 3)
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2.2.4 Surface Classification
Classification, the process that takes quantitative information from every pixel and places each into
one group of discrete categories, is crucial for image interpretation (Pope and Rees, 2014.a). To
identify surface classes on multispectral data many different techniques have been applied. The
automated classification of glacier extend is largely solved, except for debris-covered areas (Paul et
al., 2013). Unsupervised classifications, like ISODATA and k-means) are successfully used in
classifying glacier facies (Pope and Rees, 2014.a). Unsupervised classifications is reproducible and
the detection of subtle features within datasets is possible. While supervised classification depends
on the visual classification depending on knowledge and experience of the person doing the
classification or on spectral databases, which must be representative for the study area.
There is no general definition of good or bad data based on the spatial resolution, it depends on the
particular application the data is used for. In coarse imagery pixels are representing a mixture of
classes, while a fine spatial resolution is more likely to contain pure classes. Many studies have been
done about the comparison of classification results based on different spatial resolutions, for example
on glacier surface (Pope and Rees, 2014.a/b). However a finer spatial resolution does not necessarily
result in better classification results, coarser spatial resolution smooths spatial inhomogeneity within
classes. Pope and Rees (2014.a) summarized other studies about glacier classification based on
different spatial resolution and concluded, that there is no significant difference in measured glacier
area using imagery at 60 m resolution of finer. They also mentioned that albedo variations is smaller
than 30m pixels, but because albedo can vary within facies, which are not necessarily vary on the
same scale. This can influence the surface classification with finer spatial resolution than 30 m,
meaning that a surface class can be split up because of different albedo values.
Snow and ice reflectance are heavily wavelength-dependent (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980). Near
infrared (nir ~700-1400nm) is seen as containing quantitive information about snow and ice surfaces
(Kokhanovsky and Zege, 2004). Pope and Rees (2014.a) concluded that sensors with enhanced
capabilities in the NIR will be able to classify glacier surface better than their counterparts.

2.2.5 Thermal Imagery
With the advent of thermal infrared satellite imaging in the 1960s the acquisition of large-scale
spatiotemporal variations of surface temperature patterns was possible (Wu et al., 2019). However
the accuracy of land surface temperature is still a great challenge (Wu et al., 2019), because of the
multiple influence of surrounding area onto the temperature measured with remote sensing.
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Therefore temperature measurements in boreholes is still widely used in glaciology. Groundpenetrating radar has been used to identify cold ice and successfully used for detecting thermal
regimes within glaciers (Ryser et al., 2013).
The following paragraph about supraglacial debris covered glaciers is based on Karimi et al. (2012).
Supraglacial debris covers on the glacier surface and on its surrounding introduce high uncertainties
in glacier area mapping, because of same reflectance characteristics. There are three method
categories to overcome this problem. The geomorphometric-based methods attempt to combine
characteristic features of debris cover areas, based on DEM parameters like slope, aspect and
curvature (Bolch and Kamp (2006) and Paul et al. (2004)). This method highly depends on the quality
of the DEM. Therefore radar imagery-based methods have been developed. Thermal-based methods
are based on the lower temperature of debris-covered glaciers from periglacial debris outside the
glaciers margins (Ranzi et al., 2004). This thermal based attempt is effective when the debris cover
does not exceed a thickness of 40-50 cm.
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3. Study Area
3.1 Gorner- / Grenzgletscher System
The Gorner-/Grenzgletscher system involves five tributaries (Gornergletscher, Grenzgletscher,
Zwillingsgletscher, Schwärzgletscher and Breithorngletscher), the entire system covers an area of
almost 50 km2 and ranges from 2200 m to 4634 m a.s.l., the central flow line is ~12 km long (Benoit
et al., 2018). Since the 1970s the Gorner-/Grenzgletscher system is widely studied, because of its
size, thermal regime, accessibility and glacier dammed lake (Sugiyama et al., 2010). The long history
of glaciological studies show, that the Gorner-/Grenzgletscher system was stable from 1930s to the
early 1980s (Benoit et al., 2018) and since then significantly dropped (Huss et al., 2012). Warming
of local climate can be associated with a rise of the Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA) to nowadays
around 3300 m a.s.l. according to studies at the neighboring Findelengletscher (Sold et al., 2016).
In the accumulation zone at Colle Gnifetti (4550 m a.s.l.) ice temperatures between -14.1 °C and –
12.5 °C throughout an ice column were measured (Haeberli and Funk, 1991; Lüthi and Funk, 2001).

3.2 Polythermal Structures of Ablation Area
The cold ice of Grenzgletscher originates in the accumulation region at Colle Gniffetti, where the
glacier is cold and frozen to bed (Haeberli and Funk, 1991; Lüthi and Funk, 2001). Further down the
accumulation region and also on the upper ablation region, including the equilibrium line, temperate
firn and ice are present as surface layer on top of a cold layer of ice (Eisen et al., 2009). The exact
position of where strain heating and geothermal heat flux cause the onset of the melting at base is
unknown (Eisen et al., 2009). This implements the beginning of a temperate layer at the bed. With
ongoing melting further down the ablation area the temperate surface layer gets completely melted
and the cold ice reaches the surface again. Apart from the cold ice formed in high altitude the lateral
parts of Grenzgletscher including the medial moraines are temperate (Eisen et al., 2009).
The following description (rest of chapter 3.2) of the ice temperature distribution and the cold ice
layer in the ablation zone of Genzgletscher is completely based on the study of Ryser et al. (2013),
where the cold ice in the ablation zone was analyzed.
The cold ice within Grenzgletscher is localized in a central flow band of 400m width, while the
surrounding ice and the bottom layer is temperate, The coldest temperature in the cold layer can be
found at 60 – 80 m depth. The ice temperature gradually increases along the flow line in downstream
direction. Measurements from boreholes indicate a thinning cold core and a thickening temperate
basal layer along the flow line. The ice under the medial moraine is temperate, because it was near
the valley walls further upstream. The cold ice temperature profiles show typical shapes for a regime
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dominated by heat advection, like this is the case for fast flowing polar glaciers. The conversion of
potential energy to heat, caused by the downflow of the glacier, has the potential of raising the
temperature by 9.5 K during a 2000 m drop. Since the ice in upper half of ice body barley deforms,
the energy is released at the bed and the temperate layer forms. Melted ice at the bottom is a
continuous source of subglacial meltwater.
Cold ice has higher viscosity than temperate ice, which affects the glacier dynamics. In the central
part of Grenzgletscher cold ice occupies between 70 – 90% of the ice thickness, therefore the flow
pattern in the whole confluence area is affected. This is especially important for ice flow models.
Cold ice is impermeable to meltwater and leads to supraglacial runoff in cracks or channels. Not
flowing water within cold ice refreezes within days. Surface morphological features can form
because of the impermeability of cold ice. On Grenzgletscher lakes of more than 20 m diameter,
meltwater streams flow through deep (10 – 30 m), meandering canyons have formed and they persist
for many years. This kind of surface morphology is unique in the Alps, but often observed in Arctic
polythermal glaciers. This deep channels and supraglacial lakes only exist in the cold ice of
Grenzgletscher and are absent in the temperate ice. The locations of persistent, deeply incised
hydrological features at the glacier surface coincide with the areas where cold ice was mapped. In
contrast the density of moulins is high in temperate ice, while only one cold ice area with moulins.
This area is located in the crevassed zone, which is caused by the extensional stresses as the ice flow
changes direction. Few moulins can be found in the center of the cold is further downstream from
the crevassed zone. Most likely the were formed in the crevassed zone and got advected. Those
moulins must carry large meltwater fluxes, so that they do not refreeze during winter.
In the past an ice marginal lake (Gornersee) was formed every summer in the confluence of Gornerand Grenzgletscher. The lake drained between 4 and 6 x 106 m3 water within several days during an
outburst flood in midsummer. In 2004 and 2008 different drainage has been observed, subglacial,
englacial through a big channel, and superficial through a progressively incised gorge. However this
lake does no longer form.

3.3 Study Area on the lower Ablation Area
The study area of this thesis is located on the lower ablation area of Grenzgletscher. It spans a range
from 2250 m to 2500 m a.s.l. and has a length of 4 km. The area is relatively flat and characterized
by deep meltwater channels and is partially debris covered. The study area varies for each drone
dataset, this is mainly because the data was acquired by different people and not mentioned to be
analyzed together. This datasets were collected on other fieldtrips and have not been used. The study
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area for the APEX flight in 2016 is covering the whole lower ablation area starting approximately
there, where the ablation area becomes flat, downwards to the snout. The datasets from 2018 cover
the area from the former confluence zone downwards to the large supraglacial lake. The extent shown
in figure 6 represents the area covered by the thermal dataset, the RGB dataset covers a similar area
as the 2019 morning 3 flight. The data from 2016 and 2018 was collected in September on midday
time. The flights from 2019 cover areas with deep meltwater channels in the middle of the lower
ablation area. The area shown in figure 6 represent the extend of the RGB, VIS and NIR datasets.
The thermal datasets lie within these areas, but only cover parts of it. The datasets were
simultaneously acquired, since the drone was equipped with all cameras at the same time. There was
one fight carried out on late evening (9 pm, local time) and three flights in the early morning (6 am).
The reason for choosing this times is unknown to the author, but a midday time would be more
suitable for multispectral imagery. Because multispectral imagery uses passive sensors, which
depend on sunlight as a light source.

Figure 6: Area covered by different drone flights on aerial photo of SwissImage (swisstopo, 2021: Acquisition year: 2015).
The APEX flight is covering the whole lower ablation area of Grenzgletscher with hyperspectral data acquired in 2016. The
flight from 2018 (blue) was only recording thermal data. While all the flights from 2019 recorded RGB, VIS, NIR and thermal
data. Therefore the comparison of multispectral data is only available between observations from 2016 and 2019, and for
thermal data between 2018 and 2019.
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4.1 Drone data
For this thesis drone data from field campaigns in 2016, 2018 and 2019 is used. These three field
campaigns where carried out by different people and with different drone set ups. While the data
from the campaigns in 2016 and 2018 were already fully processed and usable, the data from 2019
was only partly processed. The main data collection for this thesis is the multispectral and thermal
data collected in 2019. The other two campaigns collected either hyperspectral data (2016) or thermal
and RGB data (2018) but not both (see table 2).

4.1.1 Campaign July 2019
The main dataset for this thesis was acquired on two days in July 2019, during that field campaign 4
drone flights were made. There was one flight taken in the evening after 9pm and three flights the
next morning starting before 6am. All the flights took place in the lower ablation zone of
Grenzgletscher starting approximately from 800m till 3000m away from the tongue. The different
flights covered partly overlapping areas (see figure 3). The drone used in this campaign had four
cameras on (RGB, VIS, NIR and thermal). The ground resolution of the RGB image is 0.1 m, while
the thermal image has 0.4 m. The instrument for the visible spectrum has 16 bands recording a
spectral range from 470 nm to 630 nm (Photonfocus, a) with a ground resolution of 0.6 m. The near
infrared instrument has 25 bands with a spectral range from 600 nm to 975 (Photonfocus, b) nm and
recorded a ground resolution of 0.75 m.

4.1.2 Campaign September 2018
On a fieldtrip in 2018 a drone flight over the lower ablation area of Grenzgletscher was made. The
drone covered an area starting slightly above the large supraglacial lake (approximately 1.5km from
the end of the tongue till the former confluence area of Gorner- and Grenzgletscher. The drone was
equipped with a thermal radiometric infrared and a RGB instrument. The thermal dataset has a
ground resolution of 0.25m and the RGB dataset 0.1m.

4.1.3 Campaign APEX September 2016
APEX (Airborne Prism Experiment) is an advanced scientific instrument for the European remote
sensing community, recording hyperspectral data in approximately 300 bands in the wavelength
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between 400 nm and 2500 nm and at a spatial ground resolution of 2 m to 5 m (APEX, 2021). APEX
is based on the detection of many narrow, contiguous spectral bands and has the possibility for more
precise identification of surface materials (APEX, 2021) than the instruments used on the field
campaigns in 2018 and 2019.
For this thesis data from the APEX campaign “Findelen 2016” is used. In this campaign 6 flights in
the region of Findelengletscher, a neighboring glacier of Grenzgletscher, were made and flight line
5 is covering perfectly the whole ablation area of Grenzgletscher. The data was recorded on the 06.
September 2016 after midday with a ground resolution of 2 m and 284 bands covering a range from
409 nm to 2437 nm.
Since this dataset is covering the whole study area as well a wide spectral range it is used as the
reference dataset for the Grenzgletscher in the analysis.
Table 2: Instrument description of the different drones used in the field campaigns.

Campaign

Instrument

Spectral Range

Number of
Bands

Ground
Resolution

Acquisition

2019

Blackfly

RGB

3

0.12 m

Evening

Photonfocus

VIS

470 – 630 nm

16

0.60 m

Morning

Photonfocus

NIR

600 – 975 nm

25

0.75 m

1

0.39 m

3

0.10 m

1

0.25 m

284

2m

Thermal
2018

senseFly

RGB

Thermal
2016

APEX

VNIR

380 – 970 nm

Afternoon

Midday

SWIR 940 – 2500 nm

4.2 Data processing
The data acquired by the different field campaigns was already existing at the start of this thesis and
not collected by the author. While the data from 2016 and 2018 was fully processed and directly
usable the data from 2019 was only partly processed. Section 4.2.1 describes therefore only the
processing of the 2019 datasets.

4.2.1 Image processing
The datasets from the field campaign 2019 were a combination of processed and raw data. The
dataset contained directly usable RGB and thermal datasets as well a DEM of each flight. The VIS
and NIR data was only partly processed and contained thousands of single images.
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To get from the single images to mosaic images, which covered the whole flight area the software
Pix4Dmapper was used. With the function create 4D maps the data of the different flights and
cameras could be automatically processed. As input all pictures from one camera, for example from
the vis camera, were taken together with the geolocation data of the drone for each picture. Then the
program performed time intense calculations based on three steps (initial processing, point cloud and
mesh, DSM and orthomosaic). The created orthomosaics showed the whole flight of the drone from
starting point to landing. Since this created datasets contained unclear pixels at the edge of the
mosaics, they were masked by hand so that only clear pixels were left.

4.2.2 Image classification
The processing and analyzing of the data was made with the GIS software ArcGIS and QGis, both
software provide similar functions with slightly differences in the data processing.
The first step of data processing was to mask the datasets of the same flights to the same extend. This
was done by using the ‘clip raster’ tool to cut the larger datasets to the extent of hand-defined mask.
The extent of each flight is shown in figure 3 (chapter 3.3).
Classification Wizard (ArcGIS)
One of the goals of this thesis was to make a surface classification based on the multispectral datasets.
Since the datasets have different amount of bands with different recorded wavelength, separate
classifications for the datasets from 2018 and 2019 (VIS, NIR and combination of both) and also
each flight was made. The first attempt was to create reference classes for different datasets (VIS,
NIR and combination) based on one of the 2019 flights and use them for classify the other 2019
flights. For this purpose the ArcGIS tool Classification Wizard is perfect, because it leads through
the whole classification process and can also produce a reference class dataset.
To get a basis idea about the distribution of different surface classes on the ablation area of
Grenzgletscher, the hyperspectral dataset from 2018, which covers the whole area, classified with
the Classification Wizard. Because there was no reference dataset for glacier ice classes available an
unsupervised pixel-based classification was chosen. The Classification Wizard then performed an
ISO Cluster classification, where pixel where put in the same class when they have similar attributes.
This method produces satisfying results for the two datasets, but then however the tool started to fail
and not process any further datasets, even crash the whole ArcGIS. Because this problem could not
be fixed the whole classification procedure was carried out with the classification tool “unsupervised
ISO-Cluster-Classification”.
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Unsupervised ISO-Cluster-Classification (ArcGIS)
The unsupervised ISO-Cluster-Classification is a classifier based on the maximum-likelihoodmethod, this means this classifier works similar to the classification wizard. The main difference is,
that the number of classes need to be defined as input. Based on the experience with the classification
wizard the amount of 7 classes were chosen. The aim behind 7 classes is, that the glacier ice gets
divided into 3 or 4 classes. When less classes are chosen mainly the ice classes have been aggregated
and with more classes, they mostly represented different moraine material. On the other side 7 classes
seem to create a meaningful amount of classes, while more classes tend to overload the output
images.
Raster Layer Zonal Statistics (QGIS)
Since ArcGIS failed to produce spectral signature of the classes generated with the unsupervised
ISO-cluster-classification, the spectral signature information was generated in ArcGIS. As example
the original 2016 apex dataset with all the band information was taken as input together with the file,
which represents the 7 classes produced for that dataset. Then the zonal statistics were calculated, by
taking the values of each pixel within a class and calculate the statistics. However this tool calculated
the statistics only for one band and created a table of the results. By running this tool as batch process,
tables for each band were calculated, which means for the apex dataset a total of 284 tables. Therefore
the zonal statistics tool was run within a python code, that the outcome was only one table where the
means for each band and class were provided. From this means the spectral signature curves were
built with excel.
For the flights of 2019 the spectral signature was only calculated for the combination of the VIS and
NIR datasets, with the classification for this combination.
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5.1 Surface Classification
This section is presenting the surface classification results of the multispectral datasets together
with the spectral profiles for each dataset.

5.1.1 General overview of classification results
2019 Evening Flight
The evening flight was classified in 4 ice classes and 3 moraine classes. The brightest ice classes are
placed in the middle of the tongue, the classes towards the valley walls and of the medial moraine
contain darker ice. The VIS and NIR classifications (figures 17 and 18) positioned the normal ice
class in the middle flanked by the bright ice class. While the combination of the NIR and VIS
channels classified more pixels within bright ice and placed this class more on the center. The
classifier could not recognize the supraglacial lakes as water, even when the RGB image (see figure
28) does show blue water. In all three classifications the water was added to the darkest moraine
class. Large meandering channels can be distinguished from the surrounding ice, because they were
assigned different classes. Sediments transported and deposited in the channels are classified within
the moraine classes, as well as large supraglacial cryoconite holes or debris and larger rocks on the
glacier.

Figure 7: Classification for the evening flight 2019 based on the combination of the VIS and NIR datasets.
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Figure 8: Spectral profiles based on the combined VIS and NIR classification for the evening flight 2019.

The spectral profile for the evening flight confirms the differentiation between the ice classes and
the moraine classes. The bare ice classes Ice bright /cold, Ice and Ice dark have higher reflectance
over the whole measured spectrum than the moraine classes. The dirty ice class has reflectance values
similar to the bright moraine at wavelength below 620 nm, for wavelength above the reflectance is
much higher, even above the dark ice. This class seems to be influenced by the offset effect because
there is a shift in the spectral reflectance profile from moraine class behavior to ice class behavior at
600 nm, this is exactly where the wavelength covered by the VIS and NIR cameras overlie. The shift
can also be visible interpreted as visible at the supraglacial lake, which is placed the closest to the
snout). On the left side of the lake the ice is classified as dirty ice, while on the other side as dark ice.
The dirty ice there represents is mapped as lake in the VIS band and as ice in the NIR bands, the
opposite is the case on the other side. Where the dark ice class includes ice from the VIS bands and
lake from the NIR bands.

2019 Morning Flight 1
The first morning flight was classified with 3 ice classes, 2 ice / moraine mixture classes and 2
moraine classes for the VIS and combination image. The NIR classification resulted in 4 ice classes
and 3 moraine classes. Apart from the upper third of the classified image the ice classes seem to be
a good representation of the glacier ice for all three classifiers. The mixture classes, for the VIS and
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combination image, contain closer to the medial moraine much brighter ice than close to the glacier
margin towards the valley wall. The NIR image classifier classifies the mixture classes from VIS and
combination, as dark ice (close to the medial moraine) or bright moraine material (close to the valley
wall).
All classifiers classified the upper half of the valley wall within the ice classes, which is clearly
wrong, because there is no ice (see figures 19 and 20).

Figure 9: Classification for the first morning flight 2019 based on the combination of the VIS and NIR datasets.
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Figure 10: Spectral profiles based on the combined VIS and NIR classification for the first morning flight 2019.

The reflectance curve of the first morning flight shows similar spectral profiles behavior for all
classes over the entire spectrum, but at different levels of reflectance. The mixture classes behave as
expected and are placed in between moraine and ice classes.

2019 Morning Flight 2
The second morning flight contains also 2 mix classes, 2 moraine classes and 3 ice classes. The cold
ice classes are meaningfully distributed with brighter ice closer to the medial moraine than the valley
side. On the this area of Grenzgletscher are many hydrological features like meandering channels,
supraglacial ponds and cryoconite holes. All three classifiers classified those features within the
moraine categories, therefore they can easily be distinguished from the surrounding ice classes. The
two mix classes are located on the medial moraine at the site of Zwillingsgletscher. This is mostly
an area with a thin debris cover and visible ice features within the debris. But also regions at the
valley side of Grenzgletscher are identified as ice debris mixture, even when they are clearly bare ice
in the RGB image (see figure 32).
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Figure 11: Classification for the second morning flight 2019 based on the combination of the VIS and NIR datasets.

Figure 12: Spectral profiles based on the combined VIS and NIR classification for the second morning flight 2019.

The spectral profile of the second morning flight has two moraine classes, which have clearly lower
reflectance values over the entire spectrum. The bright ice class has a similar profile like the it was
found on the other 2019’s flights. The same is true for the dark ice. The normal ice is following
profile of the bright ice till 650 nm and changes then to the level of the dark ice. The profile of the
bright mixture class has a similar shape than the two mixture classes identified in the first morning
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flight. The dark mixture class shows first a spectrum like bare ice and then continues at a lower level
than the bright mixture class.

2019 Morning Flight 3
Based on the spatial distribution of the surface classes, the classifier for the third morning flight
worked the best out of the 2019 data. The classified images have detailed structures, where cracks
and crevasses are and the deep channels are in a separated class.

Figure 13: Classification for the third morning flight 2019 based on the combination of the VIS and NIR datasets.
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Figure 14: Spectral profiles based on the combined VIS and NIR classification for the third morning flight 2019.

The spectral profile shows clear separation of each surface class. The shapes of the four ice classes
have similar shape, which are different from the shape of the moraine class at wavelength of 620 nm,
660 nm and 720 nm. The peaks and lows at 620 nm of the ice classes are missing for the moraine
classes. At 660 nm ice classes are slightly peaking, while moraine classes have a slight drop in
reflectance. At 720 nm moraine classes show a convex shape, while ice classes slightly concave.

2016 APEX
The image taken by APEX covers the whole lower ablation area of Grenzgletscher. The classification
is carried out by including all 284 bands and has a spatial resolution of 2 m. Therefore this
classification is based on finer and wider spectral resolution, but coarser spatial resolution, than the
other classified images from 2019.
When looking at the RGB image (figure 15) of this flight, a slightly pink color on the tongue of
Grenzgletscher is visible, this color occurs due to the band combination used to generate the RGB
image and is not visible in the field. However this slightly pink area is a well representation of surface
cold ice in the ablation of Grenzgletscher. The area covered by the APEX image contains also the
tongue of Zwillingsgletscher, which lies next to the Grenzgletscher with a medial moraine in
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between. The temperate ice of Zwillingsgletscher does not have any pinkish color, which supports
the assumption, that the slightly pink color represents cold ice.

Figure 15: RGB image of the APEX dataset from 2016.

The classification of the APEX image resulted in 7 classes, representing 4 ice classes and 3
surrounding classes.
The 4 ice classes are also named after their brightness, while darker ice is mostly due to more dirty
ice or shadow in crevasses or channels. The ice classes show a clear distribution. Bright / cold ice is
mostly found in the glacier middle on the lower ablation area. Closer to the tongue bright ice seems
to cover a larger amount surface area than higher up. In general the ablation area of Grenzgletscher
is classified as followed, the classes decrease in brightness by a more lateral position on the glacier
tongue. Ice structures like channels or crevasses are detectable, because they represent a darker class
within brighter classes.
The 3 surrounding classes are named moraine bright, moraine and moraine dark, based on their
brightness. They are called moraines, because the flights from 2019 covered mainly areas on the
glacier and moraine. For the image the term moraine might be not the right, since the valley sides are
also covered, but the material of the moraines and the mountain side are basically the same, because
moraine material originates from this area.
It is remarkable that the classification did not classify a water class, because there is a lot of
supraglacial water on Grenzgletscher. Water is known for low backscatter across the whole
reflectance spectrum, which distinct water from ice or moraine material. In this classification water
is mostly classified within dark moraine or moraine. This is maybe due to the spatial resolution of 2
m or the thin water layer.
The classifier of the APEX image seems to have problems with debris-covered glacier ice. This can
be identified by comparing the RGB image and the classified image, regions for misclassifications
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are at the sides of Grenzgletscher, the confluence area of Gorner- and Grenzgletscher, the tongue of
Gronergletscher , the snout of Zwillingsgletscher and area covered by the medial moraines.

Figure 16: Classification of the APEX dataset form 2016.

5.1.2 Comparison of Classification results for different cameras
The comparison of the classification results is made for the VIS, NIR and combination for each flight
separately. It needs to be mentioned that the values of combination dataset was calculated from the
VIS and NIR dataset, which have a different spatial resolution. The values were generated by creating
a dataset which contains the 16 bands from the VIS, and 25 from the NIR dataset. The spatial
resolution is the same as the NIR image, and the values for the VIS bands have been chosen with the
nearest-neighbor method. However there is a spatial bias between the VIS and NIR dataset, which is
recognizable in an offset glacier surface features. This offset is varying in size and direction und can
be up to a few meters in ground distance. The removal of the offset by different attempts of regeolocation based on surface features failed and also the manual attempt by creating fitting points
could not solve it. Therefore this offset is recognizable in the classifications of the combination
images.

5.1.2.1 VIS, NIR and Combination classifications 2019
2019 Evening Flight
The most obvious difference between the classification of the VIS, NIR and combination datasets is,
that the VIS classification shows much more detailed classes, while the NIR classification seems
more smooth. The VIS classification shows class distinction in between the ice classes, based on
shadow and topographic effects. An example for this, is the depression between the great supraglacial
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lake and the center of the tongue. But the VIS classification provides good results in identifying bare
ice. The NIR classifier on the other side, seems to have problems in the differentiation of dirty ice
from debris. According to the NIR classification, the supraglacial lake is placed half on ice and half
on moraine material. The shading effects found in the VIS classification do not appear in the NIR
classification. The combined classifier is a mixture of both, it shows finer surface structures than the
NIR classifier but keeps the smoothening and does not reproduce the shading effect of the VIS. Due
to the offset of the integrated datasets, rocks are sometimes not assigned to a moraine class. This is
mainly due to the size of the rock and the offset, so that the rock from VIS is placed next to the rock
form NIR.

Figure 17: Classification for the evening flight 2019 based on the VIS dataset.
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Figure 18: Classification for the evening flight 2019 based on the NIR dataset.

2019 Morning Flight 1
While the VIS and the combination classifications contain mixture classes, the NIR classifier did not
produce those classes. The NIR classes appear more uniform and consistency, than the VIS and
combination classification, which is highly variating on the glacier surface.

Figure 19: Classification for the first morning flight 2019 based on the VIS dataset.
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Figure 20: Classification for the first morning flight 2019 based on the NIR dataset.

2019 Morning Flight 2
The three classifiers produces similar patterns in general. The VIS image shows the smallest amount
of bright ice and much more dark ice in the center of Grenzgletscher. The two moraine classes have
almost the same extent on the three images. While the VIS image mapped mixed material in the
shadowed area on the valley side of Grenzgletscher, the NIR classifier detected much more mixed
surface on the center part of the glacier.

Figure 21: Classification for the second morning flight 2019 based on the VIS dataset.
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Figure 22: Classification for the second morning flight 2019 based on the NIR dataset.

2019 Morning Flight 3
The classifications of the third morning flight 4 ice classes and 3 moraine classes. For the VIS
classification there is instead of a third moraine class an ice debris mixture class. The moraine classes
of all three classifiers are covering almost the same area, varying only by the assignment within the
moraine classes. All three classification images assigned darker classes to crevasses and cryoconite
holes, than to the surrounding area. The darker band of impurified ice at the glacier margin is clearly
recognizable in all classifications.
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Figure 23: Classification for the third morning flight 2019 based on the VIS dataset.

Figure 24: Classification for the third morning flight 2019 based on the NIR dataset.

5.1.2.2 Differences campaign 2016 and 2019
The classification of the APEX dataset form 2016 is based on 284 bands and a ground resolution of
2 m, while the 2019 datasets contain 16 VIS and 25 NIR bands with a ground resolution of 0.6 to
0.75m. The classification for the APEX dataset was performed over the whole study area, this means
that the training of the classifier used all information about the entire ablation zone. While the
classification for the 2019 datasets was based on smaller areas, which may produce more classes for
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the study area, than that area would contain based on the APEX classification. Based on the coarser
ground resolution the APEX classifier only identifies the largest rocks, with diameter > 2 m and
summarized surface structures with smaller scale. The APEX classification performs well in
identifying bare ice and outperforms the other classifier in dirty ice and slightly debris-covered areas.

5.2 Thermal Images
The thermal images were not further processed and directly used. The interpretation of the thermal
images is based on comparing the thermal signals to the corresponding RGB image. This was
sometimes difficult, because the light conditions on the RGB images from 2019 were not perfect,
therefore additionally aerial images were consulted. The temperature measured of the drone flights
seem to be od and the temperature is therefore interpretated with relative terms like warmer and
colder.

5.2.1 General overview (Surface Structures and temperature)
2018
The thermal image from 2018 shows similar thermal distribution as Ryser et al., (2013) describing.
The ice in the center of the glacier is coldest and gets warmer towards the margins and the medial
moraine. Also the warming of the ice along the flow line downwards is mapped. The thermal image
is ideal to identify debris on the glacier, also singe rocks, because they absorb more solar energy and
heat up during the day. This makes rock recognizable as warm spots on cold glacier ice. On an closer
look there are there are slightly warmer areas, within the glacier. This areas can be assigned to
cryoconite, sediments and water bodies. All those materials have a lower albedo than glacier ice and
therefore absorb more solar energy. The temperature values measured are clearly wrong and do not
represent surface ice temperature, since they are positive all over the glacier. A closer look to areas
of interest will be taken in chapter 5.3.
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Figure 25: Thermal image acquired during afield campaign in 2018.

Figure 26: RGB image of acquired during a field campaign in 2018.

2019 Evening Flight
The thermal image of the evening flight 2019 shows a strong thermal gradient from the coldest center
part of the glacier to the warmer margins. The much warmer spots represent rocks and debris, which
has warmed up during daytime. There are also colder areas within the ice, when comparing their
position to the RGB, this areas represent cryoconite holes. The general temperature distribution is
reliable for this area.
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Figure 27: Thermal image of the evening flight 2019.

Figure 28: RGB image of the evening flight 2019.

2019 morning flight 1
The thermal image form the first morning flight is located at the margin of the glacier ice. The
moraine material is clearly warmer than the glacier or material on the glacier. The temperature
difference between rocks on the glacier and the glacier ice seems to be smaller than in the evening
image. This indicates a cooling of the rock and debris over the night. The thermal image also mapped
that supraglacial lakes have lower temperatures than the surrounding glacier ice. This can be due to
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the accumulation of cold air in a depression. The lower right half of the image seems to be biased,
due to errors introduce in the processing of the data.

Figure 29: Thermal image from first morning flight 2019.

Figure 30: RGB image from first morning flight 2019.

2019 morning flight 2
The second morning flight mapped the colder temperature at the center of the tongue with increasing
temperatures towards the margins. The cold temperatures over the moraine and close to the valley
wall seem to be biased. There are also rocks towards the snout, which are mapped twice on the
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thermal image. The temperature patterns is similar to turbulent water and compared to the other
thermal images much more vague.

Figure 31: Thermal image from second morning flight 2019.

Figure 32: RGB image from second morning flight 2019.

2019 morning flight 3
The third morning thermal image is from the area of the large meltwater channel. The areas where
sediments are accumulated are colder than the surrounding ice. There also rocks, which have fallen
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from the valley sides, on the glacier, surprisingly not all of them have a warmer spectral signature,
some even show colder temperature thant the surrounding ice.

Figure 33: Thermal image from third morning flight 2019.

Figure 34: RGB image from third morning flight 2019.

5.2.2 Thermal Ghosts
In several thermal images structures can be found, which cannot be connected to any surface structure
or elevation features. This features only occur on glacier ice and appear as long linear features which
are 1 – 2 °C colder then the surrounding area. They can be found in all thermal images used in this
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thesis and also occur on similar regions. When investigating these features by looking for them in
the single original images taken by the drones, the are not present. According to that fact, they are
interpreted as errors caused by the mosaicking of the thermal images.

Figure 35: Thermal ghosts, error features causes by the mosaicking of the thermal pictures.

5.3 Surface Structures
Surface structures and their position on the glacier are explored by using five areas of interest, which
are characterized by either interesting surface or thermal structures or challenges in classification.

Figure 36: Overview of the study area, the outlines of area covered by the drone flight and the study site of the areas of
interests are located on the lower ablation zone of Grenzgletscher.
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Study site 1

Figure 37: Study site 1, APEX RGB (top left, fig. 15), classification APEX (top right, fig.16) and thermal image from 2018
(bottom, fig. 25). The legends to the single images can be found at the original figure.

This site was chosen, because of the dominant features in the thermal image from 2018. This thermal
image is compared to the APEX image from 2016 and the classification results of it. The glacier ice
is a homogenous cold feature in the thermal image, close to the moraine some rocks, which have
fallen onto the ice, can be clearly identified because of the higher temperature. Within the moraine
material cold cracks are visible. In the RGB image or the classified image, these cracks seem to be
darker material or holes within the moraine. The thermal image shows similar temperature for glacier
ice as for the cracks, therefore the thermal image indicates ice, while the classification tends to darker
moraine. The pictures (see Figure 35) show that these cold cracks in the thermal image are indeed
glacier ice.
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Figure 38: Ice covered by the medial moraine at the former confluence zone of Gorner- and Grenzgletscher.

Study site 2
At this site the characteristics of deep meltwater channels are analyzed. While the classification with
the APEX dataset fails to identify other material than ice, the multispectral classification groups all
the non ice surface as moraine. There is no water detected (see Figure 40), even when this feature
the out come of melt water fluxes. It is interesting, that the multispectral classification identified
different material in the meltwater channel. The dark sports above the right pond are interesting,
since their identification is difficult. The thermal image of 2018, shows one hot feature among several
warmer features. While the hot feature is clearly a rock, the other are more likely cryoconite holes.
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Figure 39: Study site 2, left side downwards: RGB image 2018 (fig. 26), thermal image 2018 (fig. 25), APEX classification
(fig. 16); right side downwards: Morning flight 3 classification combination, VIS, NIR and thermal (figures 13,23,24,33).
The legends to the single images can be found at the original figure.

Figure 40: Supraglacial pond within a channel system on Grenzgletscher.
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Study site 3
This study site is covered by an evening flight and one morning fight and an additional thermal
dataset form 2018 is given. The thermal pictures clearly show the diurnal temperature change of the
debris. In the evening image, debris is much warmer than the surroundings, while in the morning this
difference is smaller, the 2018 thermal image represents a situation on midday. Also the
accumulation of cold air in depressions can be seen in the thermal pictures. There are also significant
classification difference between the evening and morning datasets. The evening classification is
much more homogenous than the morning classification.

Figure 41: Study site 3, left side: RGB 2018 (fig.26), APEX classified (fig.16), thermal 2018 (fig 25); middle: Flight 3
combination, VIS, NIR, thermal (figures. 13, 23,24,33); right side: evening flight combination, VIS, NIR, thermal (figures
7,17,18, 29). The legends to the single images can be found at the original figure.
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Study site 4
This site is located in an area rich of cryoconite holes. There is also a difference between the
temperature of the cryoconite on the evening image compared to the midday image. The
classification of the 2019 images seems to be influenced by shading effects, since the lower part is
mostly classified as bright ice, while the APEX classifies almost the whole area in this category. The
detailed classifications from the 2019 images illustrate that a finer classification not necessarily help
and that this kind or results is far to fine for some application concerning a large area.

Figure 42: Study site 4, left side: RGB 2018 (fig.26), Fligth 3 RGB, (fig.34), APEX classified (fig.16), thermal 2018 (fig 25);
middle: evening flight combination, VIS, NIR, thermal (figures 7,17,18, 29); right side: Flight 3 combination, VIS, NIR,
thermal (figures. 13, 23,24,33). The legends to the single images can be found at the original figure.

Study site 5
This study site is supposed to give a closer impression about the north-south influence on deep
meltwater channels. The hydromorphic feature starts at the higher center of the glacier and continues
downward to the side of the glacier. According to the thermal pictures and Ryser et al. (2013) the
glacier ice is getting warmer towards the lateral margin. Due to this flow direction, impurities are
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getting transported to the glacier side, which confirms the darker ice classes on the glacier margins.
In general, glacier surface structures shaped by meltwater tend to get bigger with more lateral position
on the glacier. This is also due to the fact, that downstream more meltwater has been acquired then
further up the system.

Figure 43: Study site 5, top: evening flight RGB, thermal, combination, VIS, NIR (figures 28,27,7,17,18) , and APEX
classified (fig. 16); bottom: flight 1 RGB, thermal, combination, VIS, NIR (figures 30, 29, 9, 17, 18). The legends to the
single images can be found at the original figure.

5.3.1 Position of typical Surface Structures
Lakes and deeply incised meltwater channels coincide with areas of cold ice (Ryser et al., 2013).
These channels mostly have their accumulation area on the center of Grenzgletscher and tend to get
bigger and deeper with length and more lateral position. The comparison of the images from 2016
and 2015 with the images from 2018 and 2019 only shows low displacement or movement within
the shape of the deep channels.
Cryoconite holes are common among the whole central part of the cold ice, they have smaller sizes
on ice ridges and get bigger in between the ridges due meltwater inflow. Cryoconite holes are getting
less at the steeper sides. Because of downstream runoff impurities and cryoconite get transported by
meltwater towards the glaciers margins or into bigger cryoconite sinks.
Moulins cannot be found on the lower ablation area, because they normally refreeze in cold ice
(Ryser et al., 2013).
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According to the classification results bright ice located in the center part of Grenzgletscher. Towards
the side the ice gradually darkens.
Rocks and Debris is commonly found at side of the glacier tongue or close to the medial moraine.
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6.1 Classification
According to the classification results, the high spectral resolution and medium spatial resolution
works good for classifying the surface of the ablation zone of Grenzgletscher. Also the coarser
spectral and finer spatial resolution of the drone flight taken in 2019 produces good classification
results. This raises the question of how few bands are needed for good classification results and what
spectral ranges should be covered. The hyperspectral dataset of APEX can be used to produce typical
spectral reflectance curves for glacier surface, which can be applied in supervised classification. The
finer spatial resolution of the drone datasets aloud the detection of smaller surface structures,
however the necessary of this must be evaluated. For modelling purposes the 2 m resolution seems
perfectly suitable, since information about crevasses, melt water channels, supraglacial ponds and
cold ice can be detected. Considering the size of the glacier and also of the different surface features
it is questionable if smaller spatial resolution is really needed. Small scale surface structures on the
Grenzgletscher are mostly Cryoconite holes and debris and rocks fallen onto the surface. It may be
possible to characterize the composition of longitudinal surface structures, with a spatial resolution
of 10 cm, otherwise these structures get mixed up with the surrounding surface.
Pope and Rees (2014.a) summarized other studies about glacier classification based on different
spatial resolution and concluded, that there is no significant difference in measured glacier area using
imagery at 60 m resolution of finer. They also mentioned that albedo variations is smaller than 30m
pixels, but because albedo can vary within facies, which do not necessarily vary on the same scale.
This can influence the surface classification with finer spatial resolution than 30 m, meaning that a
surface class can be split up because of different albedo values. (Pope and Rees, 2014.a)
When looking at the acquisition time of the datasets from 2019 the question may be raised, why the
flights were carried out in the late evening and early morning. This is especially the case, because
multispectral imagery needs sunlight as light source. The mixture classes in the first and second
morning flight may be due to the sunlight conditions. In the first morning flight parts of the valley
side have been recorded too and especially the upper parts have been assigned to ice classes. But this
region contains only bare soil, rock and some grass vegetation, which has a significant lower
reflectance than ice, and should not be aggregated in the same class. This may be explainable due to
the large height difference between the glacier surface and the valley site. The nearer position of
the valley side to the drone may have increased the reflectance the sensor received from this area.
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6.1.1 Spectral profiles of surface classes
The spectral profile of the APEX dataset show similar signatures with the profiles measured by Pope
and Rees (2014.b). They found a typical peak at 1100 nm for glacier ice, which is also reported by
many other studies, this peak can also be found in the APEX spectral profiles for ice classes. The
multispectral drone do not show this peak, because their spectral range is limited to 470 – 875 nm.
Snow and ice spectral typically show high reflectance from 350 - ~800 nm due to primary and
multiple scattering (Pope and Rees, 2014.b). This high reflectance is found in all ice spectra produced
in this thesis. Near infrared (~700 – 1400 nm) has been seen as containing quantitative information
about snow and ice surfaces (Kokhanovsky and Zefe, 2004). This is also true for the APEX spectrum,
the reflectance or the ice classes contained the peak at 1100 nm and then lower below the moraine
classes. In the multispectral datasets only reaching till 875 nm the spectral profiles do not show any
special features. Impurities on the snow surface lead to a darkening in the region of <900 nm (Warren
and Wiscombe, 1980). The SWIR region (1450 – 2500 nm) can give information about on/off glacier
(Casey et al., 2012).
When looking at the spectral profiles of the multispectral datasets, the region around 620 nm shows
multiple peaks and lows, which cannot be found in the APEX spectrum. In this region the spectral
range of the VIS camera (470 – 600 nm) and the NIR camera (600 – 875 nm) overlies. The NIR
camera tend to record higher values than the VIS camera and therefore this up and downs in the
spectrum were produced.

6.1.2 Findings and challenges
The discrimination between ice surface and moraine material is possible and also reliable for the
classification with the APEX data as well with the multispectral data. However the APEX
classification is may be more representative for the alation zone of Grenzgletscher and more useful
for modelling purposes. Surface structures can be identified in all classifications, not as a separate
class for crevasses or melt-water channels, but as been classified in a darker class within brighter
classified surroundings. It needs to be mentioned, that the approach used in this thesis could not
identify a separate water class, even when there is supraglacial run off and the presence of
supraglacial lakes on the surface. This may be due to the shallow water or other factors, which must
be further investigated.
The biggest challenge with the classification were the multispectral datasets from 2019. Since there
were some problems arising in the processing, which lead to a spatial offset of different datasets
covering the same area. This could possibly be avoided with a more careful processing and evaluation
of the first outcomes.
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When looking what kind of sensors are suggested to classify glacier surface the data from 2019 was
not the best choice, since the spectral which is covered misses some distinguish features for glacier
ice. But the results retrieved with the given data are generally acceptable for surface classification.

6.2 Thermal Images
Thermal data of glaciers is mainly collected within boreholes. In literature thermal imagery is not
often used in context of glaciers. The main application of thermal imagery on glacier is for
differentiating debris-covered glacier ice from debris next to the glacier.

6.2.1 Findings
The thermal images used in this thesis did generally represent the thermal distribution of the
Grenzgletscher. The coldest areas in the thermal images were found among the center of the ablation
area getting warmer towards the margins. This temperature distribution can be confirmed by borehole
measurements (Ryser et al, 2013). The measured temperature values by the drones are biased, the
image from 2016 is far to warm , while the images from 2019 recorded temperatures like those
recorded from the accumulation area at Colle Gnifetti.
Thermal imagery allows the detection of debris covered ice within moraines, when there is only a
thin debris-layer on the ice. This findings could be confirmed with the analysis of area of interest 1
in section (5.3.1).
During the study of the areas of interest the question arises, if classification could be done with a
combination of RGB imagery and thermal imagery. Since most of the classification results would
have been similar, when only classifying an RGB image. Especially when only two classes are asked.

6.2.2. Thermal Ghosts
Thermal ghost are features created by the mosaicking of single thermal images. They are mainly built
on ice surface, since they do not appear in debris covered areas. Further investigation needs to be
done on how the arising of these features can be eliminated or methods about how to remove those
errors from the data. Therefore the last research question is answered. But it would be interesting to
understand, why those features only occurred in the quite homogenous ice.
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6.3 Surface Structures
Typical cold ice surface structures were found within areas of cold ice. At the start of this thesis, the
aim was to somehow classify these structures. With unsupervised classification of multispectral data
this could not be achieved. The classification worked for different ice classes according to their
impurity. One of the goals was, to maybe classify cryoconite according their spectral features. This
was mainly not possible due to the set up of the data, first of all the spatial was far to wide with 2 m
for the APEX and 60-70 cm for the drone.
This thesis tired to connect surface structures with the cold ice body. There are some typically
structures which are known to be indicators of cold ice, but structures which give indications about
thermal changes in the glacier ice are more difficult to detect. The comparison of the 2016 shapes of
deep channels to the images from 2019 only showed marginal changes. Therefore maybe cryoconite
holes would be a better suitable surface structure to study. When with warmer ice temperature the
viscosity of ice lowers then the ice should be more easily deformed by supraglacial run off. Meaning
that the comparison of multispectral images collected multiple times during the melting season can
give information, where the glacier surface is changing faster. This was not possible to do with only
one dataset per year.
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7. Conclusion
The classification of glacier surface into different two main classes (ice and moraine) and some
subclasses based on the brightness could be successfully done by using multispectral or hyperspectral
data. Classes representing bright or clean ice, which are typical for cold ice) were located in areas
where cold ice was measured by Ryser et al. (2013). The classification were also mostly
representative when only the VIS or NIR spectrum was included. The largest challenge of the
multispectral classification are areas with debris-cover, but for bare ice the results are fine. However
supraglacial water could not be classified within it’s own class. Further studies can assess this
challenge and maybe produce maps for meltwater on the glacier surface.
The thermal data can be used in analyzing the thermal distribution on the glacier surface. When
comparing the thermal pattern of the evening image with morning and midday images effects of
warming und cooling can be detected. Unfortunately the thermal data used in this thesis was only
slightly overlaying so that this could not been deeper investigated. A diurnal dataset would be
interesting to see, how temperature changes over a day. This could be used to analyze supraglacial
meltwater and how it behaves over changing ice temperature.
Considering that the data used was biased and collected for a different purpose. The results are still
meaningful and can help to better understand the surface the ablation zone of Grenzgletscher. The
spectral profile generated with the APEX dataset can help by defining the right optical sensors for
analyzing the Grenzgletscher. The APEX spectral profile covers a broad bandwidth and be used to
validate other classifications.
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Figure 41: Spectral profile of the APEX classification stretched to the spectral range of the data from 2019.
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